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Abstract
The spin-3/2 Blume-Emery-Griffiths model on a honeycomb lattice is studied by
Monte Carlo simulations with the goal to determine phase diagrams for a range of
the model parameters and to investigate the nature of the phase transitions between
the respective phases. For positive values of the biquadratic to bilinear interaction
ratio α, we find two ferromagnetically ordered phases, F1 and F2, with the sublattice
magnetizations (1/2, 1/2) and (3/2, 3/2), respectively, and our results confirm the
discontinuous character of the order-disorder critical line as a function of the single-
ion anisotropy strength, predicted by the effective-field theory (EFT). For negative
values of α, there is another ferrimagnetic (FRM) phase of the type (1/2, 3/2),
located between F1 and F2. However, the step-like variation of the order-disorder
critical frontier obtained from EFT for large negative α is not reproduced and thus
deemed artifact of the EFT approximation. Finite-size scaling analysis performed
at various points between the respective identified phases gave the ratio of critical
exponents γ/ν consistent with the 2D Ising universality class, except in the vicinity
of the boundary intersection, where the results deviated from the standard values
beyond the measurement errors.
Key words: Blume-Emery-Griffiths model, honeycomb lattice, Monte Carlo
simulation, phase transition
1 Introduction
The spin-S Blume-Emery-Griffiths (BEG) model is a spin-S Ising model which
besides bilinear exchange interactions also includes biquadratic interactions and a
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single-ion anisotropy. It was introduced to understand behavior of some real physical
systems, such as helium mixtures [1] and metamagnets (S = 1) or ternary mixtures
and compound DyVO4 (S = 3/2). The spin-3/2 BEG model was studied by various
approaches, including the mean field theory (MFT) [2–5], the effective-field theory
(EFT) [6–8], the renormalization group (RG) [9,10], the two-spin cluster expansion
(CE) [11], the cluster variation method (CVM) [12,13], the pair approximation (PA),
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [14] and cellular automata (CA) [15].
Despite intensive investigations, the critical behavior of the model is still not well
understood. Even in the most studied case with zero biquadratic interactions, i.e., the
Blume-Capel (BC) model [17–19], no consensus among various approaches has been
established. In particular, the MFT results, supported by some preliminary Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations [4], as well as the EFT [8] and RG [9] calculations, identified
at low temperatures the presence of two ferromagnetic phases F1 and F2 with the
ground-state sublattice magnetization structures (1/2, 1/2) and (3/2, 3/2), respec-
tively. The two phases were claimed to be separated by a first-order phase boundary
that extends all the way to the second-order line which forms a phase boundary
with the paramagnetic phase at higher temperatures. This scenario was confronted
by conclusions from later MFT [5], two-spin cluster expansion [11], MC [14,20], and
CVT [12] investigations, which predicted that the first-order line at low tempera-
tures did not extend up to the paramagnetic phase boundary line, but terminated
at an isolated point.
The spin-3/2 BEG model with finite biquadratic interactions was much less in-
vestigated. Nevertheless, besides the two ferromagnetic phases F1 and F2 observed
in the BC model, for a certain range of the biquadratic interactions and the singe-ion
anisotropy strength it is expected to display a ferrimagnetic (FRM) phase with un-
equal sublattice magnetizations in the ground state, i.e., (1/2, 3/2) [4,7]. However, it
is not clear what is the nature of the phase transitions from the paramagnetic to the
ferrimagnetic phase and between the respective ordered phases. Another mysterious
feature is a step-wise variation of the critical temperature for larger negative values
of the biquadratic interactions obtained within the EFT approach on a honeycomb
lattice [6]. To our best knowledge, this peculiarity has not been explained neither
verified by any other alternative approach and, therefore, it is not known whether
it is real or just an artifact of the used approximation. Furthermore, for the present
model with finite biquadratic interactions we can also define a ferriquadrupolar or-
der parameter and study phase transitions to the ferriquadrupolar (FRQ) phase.
The MFA [2] and CA [15] studies predicted the existence of separate magnetic and
ferriquadrupolar phase transitions, leading to rich phase diagrams.
Motivated by the above findings, we perform Monte Carlo simulations of the
spin-3/2 BEG model on a honeycomb lattice in order to determine phase diagrams
for a range of the model parameters and to investigate the nature of the phase
transitions between the respective phases.
2
2 Model and methods
The spin-3/2 Blume-Emery-Griffiths model on a honeycomb lattice can be de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian
H = −J1
∑
〈i,j〉
SiSj − J2
∑
〈i,j〉
S2i S
2
j −D
∑
i
S2i , (1)
where Si = ±3/2,±1/2 is a spin on the ith lattice site, 〈i, j〉 denotes the sum over
nearest neighbors, J1 > 0 is a ferromagnetic bilinear exchange interaction parameter,
J2 is a biquadratic exchange interaction parameter and D is a single-ion anisotropy
parameter.
2.1 Ground state determination
The honeycomb lattice system is considered to consist of two interpenetrating sublat-
tices A and B. Then, assuming sublattice uniformity we can focus on an elementary
unit cell comprising the central spin, let say from the sublattice A, i.e., SA, and
its three nearest neighbors from the sublattice B, i.e., SB, and express its reduced
ground-state (GS) energy per spin as
e = −
3
2
SASB −
3
2
αS2AS
2
B −
∆
2
(S2A + S
2
B), (2)
where α = J2/J1 and ∆ = D/J1. Then we can distinguish the following states:
• F1 - ferromagnetic state with SA = SB = ±
1
2
and the energy e1 = −
3
8
− 3
32
α− ∆
4
,
• F2 - ferromagnetic state with SA = SB = ±
3
2
and e2 = −
27
8
− 243
32
α− 9∆
4
, and
• FRM - ferrimagnetic state with SA = ±
1
2
, SB = ±
3
2
or SA = ±
3
2
, SA = ±
1
2
and
e3 = −
9
8
− 27
32
α− 5∆
4
.
GS in different regions of the parameter space (α−∆) can be determined from the
condition of the minimum energy given by Eq. (2).
2.2 Monte Carlo simulation
In order to study behavior of various thermodynamic quantities in the parameter
space and to determine the phase diagrams, we employ Monte Carlo (MC) method
with the Metropolis dynamics and the periodic boundary conditions. For thermal
averaging we consider N = L × 104 MCS (Monte Carlo sweeps or steps per spin),
where L = 24− 96 is the linear lattice size, after discarding additional 20% of MCS
for thermalization. To obtain dependencies on the reduced temperature t ≡ kBT/J1
3
at a fixed value of ∆, the simulations start from the paramagnetic phase using ran-
dom initial configurations. Then the temperature is gradually lowered and the new
simulation starts from the final configuration obtained at the previous temperature.
To obtain variations of the quantities as functions of ∆, we run simulations at a
fixed temperature which may start from other than the paramagnetic phase. Thus
an appropriate initial state should be chosen, such as all spins in the state 1/2 (3/2)
if we start from F1(F2) phase. Such an approach ensures that the system is main-
tained close to the equilibrium in the entire range of the changing parameter and
considerably shortens thermalization periods. For reliable estimation of statistical
errors, we used the Γ-method [16], which focuses on the explicit determination of
the relevant autocorrelation functions and times. It has been shown to produce more
certain error estimates than the binning techniques, which handle autocorrelations
only implicitly. We note that the Γ-method allows assessing statistical errors for ar-
bitrary in general nonlinear functions of elementary observables in MC simulations.
In order to obtain critical exponents, we perform finite-size scaling (FSS) analysis,
using the linear sizes L = 24, 48, 72 and 96, up to N = 107 MCS and employing the
reweighting techniques [21].
On the honeycomb lattice we calculate respective sublattice dipolar and quadrupo-
lar order parameters per site mX and qX (X = A or B)
mX = 2〈MX〉/L
2 = 2
〈∑
i∈X
Si
〉
/L2, (3)
qX = 2〈QX〉/L
2 = 2
〈∑
i∈X
S2i
〉
/L2, (4)
and lattice order parameters md, qd (direct) and ms, qs (staggered)
md = 〈Md〉/L
2 =
〈∑
i∈A
Si +
∑
j∈B
Sj
〉
/L2, (5)
ms = 〈Ms〉/L
2 =
〈∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈A
Si −
∑
j∈B
Sj
∣∣∣∣
〉
/L2, (6)
qd = 〈Qd〉/L
2 =
〈∑
i∈A
S2i +
∑
j∈B
S2j
〉
/L2, (7)
qs = 〈Qs〉/L
2 =
〈∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈A
S2i −
∑
j∈B
S2j
∣∣∣∣
〉
/L2, (8)
where 〈· · · 〉 denotes thermal average. Further, we calculate susceptibilities pertaining
to the respective lattice order parameters
χOu =
〈O2u〉 − 〈Ou〉
2
L2kBT
, (9)
where O =M or Q and u = d or s, specific heat per site C
C =
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2
L2kBT 2
, (10)
4
logarithmic derivatives of 〈Ou〉 and 〈O
2
u〉 with respect to β = 1/kBT ,
DOu1 =
∂
∂β
ln〈Ou〉 =
〈OuH〉
〈Ou〉
− 〈H〉, (11)
DOu2 =
∂
∂β
ln〈O2u〉 =
〈O2uH〉
〈O2u〉
− 〈H〉. (12)
For the FSS analysis we use the following scaling relations:
χOu,max(L) ∝ L
γOu /ν
O
u , (13)
DOu1,max(L) ∝ L
1/νOu , (14)
DOu2,max(L) ∝ L
1/νOu , (15)
where νOu and γ
O
u are the critical exponents of the correlation length and suscepti-
bility, respectively.
3 Results
Based on the ground-state considerations above, let us first present the behavior
of some relevant quantities in the parameters space where the identified phases are
expected to appear. In particular, we choose the value of the biquadratic to bilinear
exchange interaction ratio α = −2 and investigate the thermodynamic quantities
as functions of the temperature and the single-ion anisotropy. The former case is
demonstrated in Fig. 1, in which we show temperature dependencies of the direct
dipolar order parameter (magnetization) md and the corresponding susceptibility
χMd for selected values of the reduced single-ion anisotropy ∆ and L = 48. As ex-
pected from the minimum energy (2) condition for α = −2, the ground states are
F1 for ∆ = 0, 0.5, FRM for ∆ = 1, 9, 11, and F2 for ∆ = 12, with the values of
md approaching 1/2, 1 and 3/2, respectively, as T → 0. As a result, for most values
of ∆ the curves show anomalies in the low-temperature region. Namely, thermal
fluctuation can either markedly decrease (e.g., for ∆ = 1) or even increase (e.g.,
for ∆ = 0.5 or 11) the magnetization. The respective magnetic orderings disappear
at higher temperatures, which is manifested in the direct susceptibility peaks, pre-
sented in Fig. 1(b).
Fig. 2 demonstrates variations of the same quantities but now as functions of ∆
for selected temperatures. In order to study quadrupolar ordering, we also include
the behavior of the direct quadrupolar order parameter qd and the internal energy e
along with their respective response functions, the direct quadrupolar susceptibility
χQd and the specific heat C. Thus we can see that, for example, for t = 1.5 there is
no magnetic ordering for ∆ . 10 but the ferriquadrupolar ordering 1 (FRQ) exists
1 Sublattices A and B are predominantly populated with spins of the same magnitude
but not sign, i.e., |SA| = 1/2 and |SB| = 3/2 or |SA| = 3/2 and |SB| = 1/2.
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Fig. 1. Temperature variation of (a) the direct magnetization md and (b) the direct mag-
netic susceptibility χMd , for different values of ∆ and L = 48.
within 3 . ∆ . 10. Moreover, transitions between different phases do not occur
instantly but they seem to be spread within some ∆ intervals. This is reflected in
broader peaks of the response functions which beside a typical spike also feature a
broader shoulder.
The phase diagram in (t−∆) parameter space determined from the peak posi-
tions of the response functions pertaining to different order parameters is presented
in Fig. 3 for α = −2. It features five different phases characterized by the following
values of the order parameters: P - paramagnetic with mA = mB = 0, F1 - ferro-
magnetic with mA = mB 6= 0 (= 1/2 at T = 0), F2 - ferromagnetic with mA =
mB 6= 0 (= 3/2 at T = 0), FRM - ferrimagnetic with mA 6= mB 6= 0 (= (1/2, 3/2)
or (3/2, 1/2) at T = 0), and FRQ - ferriquadrupolar with mA = mB = 0 and
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Fig. 2. Variations of md, qd and e and the corresponding response functions χ
M
d , χ
Q
d and
C, respectively, with the single-ion anisotropy parameter ∆, for different values of t and
L = 48.
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Fig. 3. Phase diagram in (t −∆) parameter space. The filled symbols represent the FSS
points and those in red color nonuniversal behavior.
qA 6= qB 6= 0.
Next, we were interested in the character of the respective phase transitions
between different phases. For this purpose we employed a FSS analysis, using the
linear sizes L = 24, 48, 72 and 96. We selected several representative points on the
phase boundaries and in Figs. 4-7 plotted L-dependent variations of some relevant
quantities needed for FSS in the vicinity of those points. In the top rows we plot
the order parameters relevant for the respective phases and the internal energy. We
note that these quantities are little dependent on the lattice size and therefore only
the curves for the largest size L = 96 are presented. The lattice size dependence
at criticality is best seen in the response functions shown in the bottom rows. In
some cases, such as at the F1 → FRM transition at t = 0.15 in Fig. 4, the or-
der parameter appears to change discontinuously and the corresponding staggered
susceptibility shows a very narrow spike-like peak, which indicates possibility of a
first-order phase transition.
However, in order to properly check the transition order we need to perform a
FSS analysis employing the scaling relations (13-15). To obtain better quality data,
we reran the simulations at the (pseudo)critical points estimated from the suscep-
tibility peak locations, using up to N = 107 MCS and employed the reweighting
techniques [21]. Such a way we could obtain various thermodynamic quantities used
in the FSS analysis as continuous functions of model parameters, which allowed us a
precise determination of the peaks maxima involved in the scaling relations (13-15).
The log-log plots of these relations should give straight lines with the slopes corre-
sponding to the respective critical exponents’ ratios γ/ν and 1/ν if the transition
is second order. For the present model we expect the ratios consistent with the 2D
Ising values γI/νI = 7/4 and 1/νI = 1. On the other hand, in the case of a first-order
transition the thermodynamic functions are expected to scale with volume, i.e., the
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Fig. 4. ∆-dependence of the quantities around F1 → FRM transition at t = 0.15.
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Fig. 5. ∆-dependence around P → F1 → FRM transition at t = 0.75.
slopes should be equal to d = 2. Despite some visual first-order transition signatures,
as described above, our analysis for the selected parameters did not confirm such a
scenario and all the transitions were reliably evaluated as second order. Nevertheless,
the critical exponents’ ratios were not consistent with the Ising universality class in
all the instances. In Fig. 8 we show the cases in which the ratio γ/ν did not deviate
from the Ising values beyond the error bars. However, in most of these cases the
values of 1/ν were not consistent with the standard value of 1 and varied with the
model parameters. This finding would indicate that in fact these transitions comply
with only weakly universal behavior [22]. On the other hand, at the points near the
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Fig. 6. ∆-dependence around FRM → F2 transition at t = 0.75.
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Fig. 7. ∆-dependence of the quantities around FRQ→ P → F2 transition at t = 1.95.
merging of the phases P , F1, FRM and FRQ (see the red dots in Fig. 3) both the
exponent ratios γ/ν and 1/ν deviate from the Ising values and thus violate univer-
sality. The log-log plots for these two cases are presented in Fig. 9. The values of
γ/ν are larger than γI/νI beyond the error bars. We note that even clearer violation
of Ising universality at the merging point of the P , F1, FRM and FRQ phases was
also observed in the tree-dimensional spin-3/2 BEG model on a simple cubic lattice
simulated by the Creutz cellular automaton [15].
Finally, in order to verify the EFT predictions [6] about the discontinuous char-
acter of the order-disorder phase boundaries for positive and step-wise variation for
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Fig. 9. The same as in Figure 8 for the phase transitions near the P , F1 and FRM
boundaries merging point: (a) P → FRM at t = 0.75 and (b) P → FRM at t = 1.
larger negative values of the biquadratic to bilinear exchange interaction ratio α, we
ran simulations for several values of α and estimated the phase boundaries between
the paramagnetic and ordered phases. The results for α = 2, 0,−2 and −4 are pre-
sented in Fig. 10. The discontinuous behavior for α = 2 is evident and thus in this
case our MC simulations corroborate the EFT results. Nevertheless, except for the
step associated with the FRM phase there are no signs of any other steps for any
value of α. Therefore, the step-like dependence observed in the EFT calculations is
likely just an artifact of the effective-field approximation.
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Fig. 10. Order-disorder phase diagrams for selected values of α. The areas below and above
the curves represent magnetically ordered and disordered phases, respectively.
4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have studied the spin-3/2 Blume-Emery-Griffiths model on
a honeycomb lattice by Monte Carlo simulations in order to verify some peculiar
EFT predictions, as well as to investigate the character of the phase transitions
between different phases. Our results confirmed discontinuous dependence of the
order-disorder phase boundary as a function of a single-ion anisotropy for positive
values of the exchange coupling ratio α. However, the inexplicable multiple plateaus
observed in the EFT calculations for negative α were not reproduced and thus we
think they are merely artifacts of the used approximation.
Our finite-size scaling analysis, performed at several points of the phase dia-
gram for a selected value of the biquadratic to bilinear exchange interaction ratio
α = −2, indicated that the phase transitions between different phases are of second
order. However, the estimated values of the critical exponents’ ratios pointed out
to only weakly universal and in some points within the area where different bound-
aries merge even nonuniversal critical behavior. Similar universality violation was
also recently observed in the three-dimensional BEG model by cellular automaton
simulations [15].
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